We are a team of IT-engineers and consultants, based in Munich. We offer full service for
hardware, software, server installation as well as a vast range of support of our customers' IT
infrastructure. No solution is too special for us, we deal with the individual requirements in detail.

As of now we are hiring a DevOps/Container Engineer Fulltime (40 hours/week), in
Munich/Remote
Your tasks:
 Support of various customers with projects in the Linux and DevOps area
 Design and installation of complex IT infrastructures
 Installation of web and application servers in our virtualized environment
 Automation of recurring tasks and processes, including tools like Puppet, Chef and/or
Ansible
 Administration and support of Linux systems
 Deployments and troubleshooting
Your profile:
Must have:










Familiarity with container orchestration services, especially Kubernetes.
Experience administering and deploying development CI/CD tools such as GitHub, GitLab,
ArgoCD or Jenkins.
Other automation/configuration tools (e.g. Ansible, Terraform or similar)
Several years of professional experience in the administration of Linux system
environments and have a sound knowledge of common Linux distributions (such as
RedHat, CentOS, Debian and Ubuntu)
Experience with infrastructure scripting solutions such as Go or Python
Build independent web-based tools, microservices and solutions
Knowledge in container technology (Docker/Podman)
Knowledge in monitoring solutions (ELK, Grafana, Prometheus or equivalent)
Knowledge of Linux web services and application servers (Apache, Nginx, Tomcat, JBoss
etc.)
What’s more:






Knowledge in the areas of virtualization with Vmware
Knowledge of databases (e.g. PostgreSQL, MySQL, MongoDB, etc.)
Experience with Windows operating system environments.
A reliable and independent way of working, a structured and systematic style of working,
good communication skills as well as written and spoken English complete your profil.



German language skills would be desirable, but are not a prerequisite.

We offer:
 An interesting and family-like working environment in an international company where we
want to encourage and challenge you
 A secure and modern workplace
 Self-realization, fun and a great atmosphere
 Performance-related salary
 Flat hierarchies
 Permanent employment contract
 Employment remote in India possible
 Team meetings and events
Have we sparked your interest?
Then we look forward to receiving your application documents, stating your availability and salary
expectations, by e-mail to: info@far-galaxy.de

